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Abstract 
For every compact metrizable space X there is a melrizable compactification/J(X) of w whose 
remainder/~(X) \ w is homeomorphic to X. And this p(X)  is unique up to homeomorphisms 
leaving every point of X fixed. Also/t has a functorial property in the sense that every continuous 
map X ---r Y can be extended (not uniquely) to a continuous map ~u(X) ---> p(Y): and if the 
former is surjeclive so can be the latter. As an application, a simple argume,',t is provided for 
the fact that the Cantor set is the universal space for the class of all zero-dimensional compact 
metrizable spaces. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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I. Main results 
Let to = {0, I, 2 , . . .}  denote the countable discrete space. Any metrizable compactifi- 
cation M uf  ~' ha.~ compac~ and metrizable remainder M \ to. Conver~iy,  we have: 
Theorem 1. For every compact metric space X ,  there is a metrizable compactification 
1~1 of to whose remainder ltI \ to is homeomorphic to X.  This ~l  can be taken so that 
X is a retract of ill. 
We also have: 
Theorem 2. Metri:able compactifications AI and P of  to are homemnorphic f their 
remainders AI \ w and P \ to are mutually homeomorphic. 
This justifies our use of  the special symbol p (X)  for the metrizable compactification 
of  to whose remainder is homeomorphic to X .  
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Theorem 3. Ever3.' continuous map f : X --+ Y between compact metric spaces can be 
extended m a contbsuous map F :  #(X)  --+ it(Y) its such a way that Flu] C u. And if f 
is sarjective so cats be F. 
2. Proofs 
For the generally well-known results and terminology, the reade~ is referred to En- 
gelking's book [ ! ]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {x,~: n E u} be a countable dense subset of X, and {U,,: n E 
u} be a countable open base for X. In the set M = X tJ {(xn, m): m > n, m, n E u}, 
define H,~,m = U,~ t_J {(x, , j ) :  x~ E U,~ and j > m} and take {H ....... {(a',,, m)}: n, m} 
as an open base for M. 
3.I thus topologized is Ti. M is metrizable because it is regular and second countable. 
Also, M is compact because X is compact and (x,,, m) ~ M for m ~< n. Obviously, 3,1 
is homeomorphic to a compactification f u. 
The fact that X is a retract of 3,1 is easily seen by noting that (a',,, m) ~ .r,~ is 
continuous. [] 
Theorems 2 and 3 are immediate corollaries of Lemmas I and 2. 
Lemma 1. Suppose 3,I and P are metrizable compactifications of,,.: whose remainders 
are homeommphic to X and Y, respectivei3: Then eveo' contbnsous map f : X --4 Y can 
be extended to a conthmous map F : h i  --+ P its such a way that F (u)  C u and Flu i.~ 
I - ! .  
Proof. Let cr and p be metric functions on 3,1 and P,  respectively. For each n E u. we 
can take a point x(n) ~ X such that a(n,x(n) )  = inf{cr(n.x): .r E X} = the distance 
between hnd X. This follows from the compactness of X.  
Since u is dense in P, every neighborhood (in P) of every point of Y meets u at 
couutably infinite set. Hence. for each n E u, we can take F(n)  E ~ by induction 
so that p(F(n) , f (x (n ) )  < i /n  and F(n)  ~ F(m).  Let F IX  = f .  To show that F 
is continuous, take any sequence {kn: n E w} converging to a point .r E X in 3,1. 
a(kn,x(k,~)) <~ cr(k,~,x) implies a(~:(k,~),:r) <~ a(x(l,',~),k,~) + a(k, , .x)  <~ 2a(kn,:r), 
which then implies that the sequence {x(k,~): n E u} converges to .r in X.  Hence 
{f (x(k , ) ) :  n E u} converges to f (x)  in Y, and it tbllows from the construction of F lu  
that {F(k~a): n E ,:} converges to f (x)  = F(x)  in P. [] 
Lemma 2. Let M be a metrizable compactification of w. A be a nonempo' subset of 
w and assume that w \ A is dense hs M \ A. Then there is an ohm hameomorphisns 
h : M ~ M \ A u,hose restriction hl (M \ u) is the identity on 3,I \ u. 
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Proof. Let a be a metric function on 3,1. For each n E A take :r(n) E M \ ~,, as in the 
proof of Lemma i. For each .r E 3,I \ ~, let A(:r) = {n E A: x(n) = :r}. Then some 
A(:r) may be empty, but A = I..J{A(:r): :r E X} holds. 
There are only countably many .c for which A(:r) ~ 0. For each such z, since ~v \ A 
is dense in M \ A, we can take a sequence {t~n(z): n E o.,} in ~v \ A which converges 
to :r. Moreover, we can assume these sequences mutually disjoint for different :r's. Now 
define h on A(.r) U {k,(x): n E a:} in such a way that h[A(x) U {k,(:r): n E ;v}] = 
{k,(z): n E 0:}, h is I - I  and a(h(n),x) < I /n for any n ~ A(.r). 
For p ¢ U~.[A(.r) LI {k,(x): n E ~}], define h(p) = p. Obviously, h is onto. The 
continuity of h can be shown similarly as in the proof of Lemma I. [] 
3. Applications 
It follows from Theorem 3 that: 
Theorem 4. For a compact metric space X, the autohomeomorphism group of X is a 
homomorphic image of the permutation group of to. 
Another consideration. Since /t(X) is again compact and metrizable, we can apply 
Theorem I to ~t(X) and get #(/z(X)), which we abbreviate as/z-'(X). And again we 
apply the same to #2(X) to get/z3(X). In this way, we inductively get a compactification 
# ' (X)  of ~v which contains a copy of X. By Theorem !, X is a retract of/~(X), so 
there is a retraction/~'+l(X) --> iz ' (X) which is the identity on X. This produces an 
inverse sequence consisting of l~'(X). Let /z~(X)  denote its limit. Then we have: 
Theorem 5. #~( X)  contains no isolated point, contains a copy of X and has the same 
dimension as X. This implies that, if X is zero-dimensional, then ! ~ (X) is homeomor- 
phic to the Cantor set. 
In relation to the latter part of Theorem 5, the author does not know whether/z~(X) 
and ~(Y)  are mutually homeomorphic if dim X = dim Y > 0. 
At the conference, Matveev informed the author that Tka~:uk [2] constructed, for any 
compact T.,-space X, a compactification f the discrete space of cardinality IXI whose 
remainder is homeomorphic to X. His construction is ingenious. Matveev also pointed 
out that our Theorem 2 does not hold if one replaces metrizability by "of weight ~< wt" 
and a~ by wl, respectively. It is easily seen that Theorem 2 does not hold for non- 
metrizable compactifications of w; just consider M = fl~ and the quotient space P of 
/~o × 2 obtained by identifying all pairs (~, 0) and (~, l) for ~ E a:*. 
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